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Facts and Figures
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luBov deMIdova,  
Director of “Bolokhovskiy Plant Bakery”:

“We visit the exhibition regularly. We are 
interested in everything: new technologies and 
equipment. We compare different products. 
This year we purchased new equipment for our 
bakery plant at Modern Bakery”.

aleXey roshuPkIn,  
Development Director of confectionery production in 
Confectionery Association “Slavyanka”:

“We are satisfied with our visit to the trade fair. 
We had a lot of meetings and negotiations. Al-
though we were focused on our existing partners, 
we managed to notice some new companies, 
which are interesting to us”.

andrey shesterov,  
Head of Operation Service at supermarket  
chain “Victoria”:

“Our company has been visiting the trade fair for 
more than ten years. We come to Modern Bakery 
to find new contacts and to explore market trends. 
This year we mainly paid attention to Russian 
producers. We visited their booths and talked with 
them about our potential cooperation”.
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Visitors
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Exhibitors

93%
exhibitors plan  
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in next Modern 
Bakery Moscow
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Exhibitor Statements
Pavel Morozov,

“Wachtel” / Deputy Head of Representative Office

“Wachtel” has been participating in Modern 
Bakery Moscow almost since the foundation 
of the exhibition. For Russian bakers and all 
specialists, whose field of work is connected 
with bread production, this trade fair is a very 
important event, which helps to get acquaintant 
with market novelties, new producers, and also 
present your company and maintain the existing 
contacts. Here we get a broader spectrum of 
clients which visit the exhibition. Among them 
are not only representatives of large-scale 
enterprises, but also owners of small and me-
dium-sized business, which have own bakeries 
and restaurants. Here we have an opportunity 
to find new contacts, which will be hard to find 
in another circumstances.

elena saFonova,
“ITALIKA Trading” / Head of Marketing and Technological Support 

There were many visitors during Modern Bakery Moscow 2016. It is clear 
that the organizers carried out a broad advertising campaign of the trade 
fair through newsletter and many other sources. The exhibition is largely 
publicized in throughout the Russia. On the first and the fourth days our 
booth was mostly visited by individual entrepreneurs, on the second and 
the third days there were a lot of regional representatives. We met visitors 
from Dagestan, Belorussia and from different regions of Russia.

darIa tolkaCheva,
“Solnechnye Produkty” / Brand Manager

In 2016 we participated in Modern Bakery Moscow for the first time.  
We liked the wide and diverse exposition, and mostly visitors’ structure. 
We have found a lot of new clients, that we need, our target audience  
and exchanged contacts with them. Most of visitors came from Moscow 
and the surrounding areas. We liked the organization a lot, starting from 
the first stages of cooperation to the exhibition itself.

Igor Mayorov,
“Revent” / Director

“Revent” has been taking part in Modern Bakery 
for around 15 years. The trade fair is constantly 
expanding. Modern Bakery helps to establish 
contacts and links, which forward business 
development not only in Russia, but also in CIS 
countries. Demonstrations of our equipment 
during the show helps to promote it on the 
market. Geography of visitors comprises all re-
gions: Vladivostok, Khabarovsk, Irkutsk, Russia, 
Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky, and Yekaterinburg 
to Kaliningrad. All Russian regions are presented 
here, there is a good visitor flow. A lot of new 
customers come to the exhibition annually.



Отзывы экспонентов
ekaterIna Ilg,

“Riehle Rus” / Financial Director

We have very positive emotions and impression of the exhibition, we 
are satisfied with the quality of our visitors. Visitors, which came to our 
booth, are professionals with well-defined needs. In spite of the difficult 
economic situation, the exhibition was quite a success. This year there 
were a lot of regular customers, as well as many new contacts. Many 
visitors came from regions, even from the Far East. We lay high hopes 
on the results of the exhibition.

elena selukova,
“Aromatik” / Regional representative of Gomel region

Our company participated in Modern Bakery Moscow this year  
for the first time. All visitors, which came to the booth of our company, 
are fully our potential clients. We managed to exchange contacts with 
experts from Kazakhstan, the southern regions of Russia  
(Stavropol, Krasnodar)”.

kIrIll radaev,
“Ait Ingredients” / Manager for marketing and sales

We have been participating in Modern Bakery Moscow almost since the 
founding of the company. For us it is an opportunity to meet with the loy-
al clients, as well all new customers. We are satisfied with visitors. A lot 
of large enterprises come to the exhibition. There are both our customers 
and new players among them. Organization is on high level as usual. 
There are many areas for workshops and conferences.

Igor vyurkov,
“Voskhod” / Marketing manager 

At Modern Bakery we can not only find new 
clients and communicate to our current 
customers, but also show our new production. 
Here we get a vital feedback from our visi-
tors, which helps to renovate and update our 
product range.

thoMas Mertes,
"Toolbox” / Owner

“Toolbox” has been exhibiting at Modern 
Bakery for more than 10 years. For us it is very 
important to be here every year. I think Russian 
market is so interesting for foreign exhibi-
tors. We can go only to the best exhibitions 
worldwide. I know there are other exhibitions 
in Russia, but we only go to the best exhibition 
and we have chosen Modern Bakery. Our main 
interest is in industrial bakeries all over Russia. 
We find these customers at Modern Bakery 
Moscow. The main argument for our partici-
pation is that we meet here decision-makers, 
logistic managers.

JulIa aydantseva,
“Miwe” / General Director

“Miwe” has been participating annually in 
Modern Bakery since 2003. It is important 
for us that here we have an opportunity to 
see all our customers, because the show has 
acquired federal significance. Clients come not 
only from Moscow, St. Petersburg and nearby 
districts, but also from Siberia, the Far East, 
Yakutia, and southern Russia. The exhibition 
gives an opportunity not only to see our clients 
and discuss our current projects, but also to 
hear something new and find new customers. 
Modern Bakery Moscow, from my point of view, 
sets new trends, the direction of development of 
the market, not only for manufacturers but also 
for the bakers. Communicating here, they share 
their own experiences and opinions, thoughts 
on how the market will develop, which products 
will be in demand on the market.



15/03.2016
Conference “Building of the competitive poten-
tial of bakeries in the context  
of economic challenges”
Seminar “Cooling and refrigeration  
technologies in the baked goods industry:  
from production to sales”
Seminar “Innovation management as an effec-
tive strategy for the development of confection-
ary enterprises”

Fringe program
Modern  Bakery Moscow 2016 introduced a rich fringe prograM, which aroused  

the interest of all categories of visitors. dozens of Business, educational and inforMative  
events were held during the exhiBition.

14/03 17/03.2016
.2016

.2016
Plenary session 
Symposium «Bread as the basis of healthy 
nutrition» 
Seminar “technologies of the application 
of special purpose fats for confectionery 
and bakery products»
Seminar «Business school: How to start your 
own pastry business»
Meeting of Russian bakery union with 
representatives of mechanized bakery

16/03

Strategic Session “the bakery development 

tendencies. Russian quality as a mechanism 

of import substitution”

Iv eurasian Forum of the leaders in the Bakery 

Industry “Bread and the Health of the Planet”

all-Russian Contest “Best Bread of Russia 2016” 

award ceremony

Further education for technologists  
“Requirements for raw components and  
ingredients”
Business club “Best regional practices  
of national bakery” 
Seminar “new technological solutions for tasty 
and healthy ice cream. Functional types”

Forum “Career day”

Daily master classes  

anD contests

Richemont master classes 

Master classes “novelties of the market  

of ingredients and raw materials” 

Confectionery art Cup 

all-Russian Contest “Best Bread of Russia 2016” 

national tasting

Seminar “Bakery of the 21st century: Bakery  as a business. How to create a successful bakery business model”
Seminar “Branding and packaging of bakery  and confectionery product” 
Round table “Bread and health” 

FollowIng the tradItIon oF PrevIous years ,
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Contacts

anna gonCharova,
Show Director

Tel.: +7 495 649 87 75, ext. 121
Fax: +7 495 649 87 85
Anna.Goncharova@Russia.messefrankfurt.com 

Inna varyukhIna,
Key Account Manager

Tel.: +7 495 649 87 75, ext. 129
Fax: +7 495 649 87 85

Inna.Varyukhina@russia.messefrankfurt.com

ekaterIna leaustIC,
Head of International Sales

Tel.: +49 (0) 911 507 11 117
e.leaustic@owp-international.com 

thoMas Burdzy,
International Sales

Tel.: +49 (0) 911 507 11 114
t.burdzy@owp-international.com 


